Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Quantum key distribution (QKD) is one of the advanced technology to date, and the security of the shared keys is guaranteed by the quantum mechanics^[@CR1]--[@CR5]^. Allowing two authenticated parties to establish secret keys in an insecure channel, QKD provides a secure way. In the discrete-variable quantum key distribution (DVQKD), several significant achievements have been achieved^[@CR6]--[@CR12]^. For implementing DVQKD, Pan *et al*. has launched a low-Earth-orbit satellite, with key rate around 20 orders of magnitudes greater than optical fiber^[@CR13]^. For decades, continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CVQKD) without the requirement of single-photon detection, has made significant progress of QKD research^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^. However, there is a fundamental limit on the maximum number of secret bits that can be generated by two remote parties. This limit is the secret key capacity of the lossy channel, which also known as the PLOB bound^[@CR17]^. In this general context, Gaussian-modulated coherent state (GMCS) protocol has been experimentally achieved both in long distance and high speed^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^. Moreover, the protocol has already proved secure in the asymptotic regime^[@CR22],[@CR23]^ and finite-size regime^[@CR24],[@CR25]^. To be specific, the signal pulses and local oscillator (LO) pulses are simultaneously prepared by Alice in the GMCS protocol. In other words, the LO is deemed as a fixed phase reference for the signal detection, which can reduce the phase noise.

Nevertheless, the transmission of the LO brings about several limitations^[@CR26]--[@CR29]^. Firstly, the LO may be controlled and modified by eavesdropper. Eve may launch attacks by manipulating the LO, such as LO fluctuation attacks^[@CR30]^, calibration attacks^[@CR31]^, saturation attacks^[@CR32]^ and wavelength attacks^[@CR28],[@CR33]^. Secondly, the complicated techniques of multiplexing and de-multiplexing are necessary to transmit and separate the two pulses, respectively. Thirdly, sending the strong LO pulses can reduce the transmission efficiency. In order to solve these problems, self-reference CVQKD protocols are proposed, which can generate the LO locally at Bob's side. Besides, several protocols have been proposed to solve the flaws of phase drift in the self-reference CVQKD protocol^[@CR34]--[@CR36]^.

Recently, Qin *et al*. formalize an attack strategy; Eve cuts down the quantum channel and inserts an external light into the self-reference CVQKD system^[@CR37]^. However, the countermeasure for this attack is proposed in the reference^[@CR38]^. Shengjun *et al*. propose a reference pulse attack, which can exploit the phase estimation error associated with the reference pulses to attack the self-reference CVQKD protocol^[@CR39]^. Besides, Pereira *et al*. consider an attack on a coherent-state protocol; Eve not only taps the main communication channel but also hacks AliceâĂŹs device^[@CR40]^. Nevertheless, there are some defects in theoretical analysis and it is hard to achieve. Inspired by side channel attack, we formalize the attack strategy for discrete-modulated and Gaussian-modulated self-reference CVQKD, respectively. The attack works as follows: Eve increases her amount of beam splitter attack on the quantum signal, which inevitably increasing the excess noise. Before the beam splitter attack, she utilizes the intercept-resend attack and the Bayesian algorithm to decrease the phase estimation error noise. Therefore, Eve can bias the excess noise due to the beam splitter attack and the intercept-resend attack, and Alice and Bob believe their excess noise estimation is below the null key threshold and they can still share a secret key. To intercept-resend attack, that is, Eve can monitor and intercept the reference pulses emitted by Alice. Subsequently, she measures each reference pulse and then estimates the phase drift using the Bayesian algorithm. After phase estimation and compensation operation, she re-prepares and resubmits another reference pulses, which is sent to Bob. What's more, we propose to utilize Bayesian algorithm to estimate the reference pulses. The algorithm not only can obtain a confidence interval, but also has robustness to noise. Therefore, the algorithm can increase the accuracy of phase estimation for Eve. This series of operations can cause a security vulnerabilities through the manipulation of the reference pulses.

Practical Security Analysis {#Sec2}
===========================

In this section, we start by describing the protocol of the self-reference CVQKD. Subsequently, we analyze how Eve can intercept the reference pulses and estimate the phase drift for the discrete-modulated and Gaussian-modulated self-reference CVQKD, respectively. The self-reference CVQKD protocol, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, consists of two parts, one is the coherent states preparation and propagation, and the other part is the coherent states detection and processing. At the transmitter, Alice prepares the Gaussian-modulated coherent states (or the discrete-modulated states) and then transmits to Bob. The arbitrary phase drift of the states will be inevitably induced through the quantum channel. Therefore, the phase reference pulses are necessary to transmit along with the signal pulses. As depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the reference pulses and signal pulses are sent by Alice alternatively and periodically. At the receiver, Bob can utilize the relatively strong reference pulses to estimate the phase^[@CR35]^. In theory, quantum phase noise $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s$$\end{document}$ denotes the speed of light in the fiber. Although several protocols are proposed to the phase compensation, the strong reference pulses are still indispensable in the self-reference CVQKD. However, propagating the relatively strong reference pulses may result in security vulnerabilities.Figure 1The self-reference CVQKD protocol. Alice sequentially sends reference pulses and signal pulses. At the receiver, Bob uses its own LO pulses to perform coherent detection. Here, LO represents the local oscillator.

In what follows, we analyze the practical security of reference pulses for CVQKD with discrete modulation. In this scenario, Eve has the ability to monitor and intercept the reference pulses from Alice to Bob. Basically, Eve measures each reference pulse and estimates the phase drift emitted by Alice. After the phase compensation, she re-prepares and resubmits reference pulses, which are sent to Bob. Next, we introduce how Eve employs Bayesian algorithm to estimate the phase drift of the intercepted reference pulses. Without loss of generality, we analyze the four-state self-reference CVQKD protocol^[@CR42]--[@CR44]^. The four-state can be denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta $$\end{document}$. After obtaining the posterior distribution in Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, we set the posterior probability distribution to equal the prior probability distribution. This updating program can be deemed as the iterative processing for each of the emulation.Figure 2The practical security analysis of reference pulses for the CVQKD protocol with discrete modulation. CW laser, continuous wave laser; BS, beam splitter; PD, photodetector; VOA, variable optical attenuator; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; Att., attenuator; PNRD, photon number resolving detector; DL, delay line; PC, polarization controller; AM-PM, amplitude and phase modulation.

Subsequently, we provide the mathematical definition of probability density function (PDF) to illustrate the relation between the phase shift and the detected photons $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By comparison to the discrete-modulated CVQKD protocol, the Gaussian-modulated CVQKD protocol is more complicated. We adopt the Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer to estimate the phase drifts^[@CR49]--[@CR53]^. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer, as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, has two inputs labelled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Performance Analysis {#Sec3}
====================

First of all, we define transmission probability and transition probability to analyze the performance of the reference pulses for the discrete modulation protocol. In the four-state self-reference CVQKD protocol, there are four kinds of the intercepted encoding phase, namely the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following, we analyze the performance of the Bayesian estimator for the Gaussian-modulated self-reference CVQKD protocol. The Bayesian cost can be defined by the relation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Although the intercept-resend attack can compromise the practical security of QKD, the two remote participants can discover eavesdropping by the following method. At the receiver, Bob randomly chooses the same number of quantum pulses and reference pulses as training signals^[@CR55]^. By utilizing the training signals, we can estimate the phase compensation error on reference signals and quantum signals, respectively. If the phase compensation error on signal pulses is different from that on reference pulses, we can conclude that Eve's attack is attached in the quantum channel.

Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this paper, we analyze a security vulnerability of strong reference pulses in the realistic self-reference CVQKD system. In this scenario, before the beam splitter attack, Eve intercepts the reference pulses emitted by Alice, and utilizing the Bayesian algorithm to estimate phase drifts of reference pulses. After phase estimation and compensation, she resubmits another reference pulses to Bob. The algorithm not only can obtain a well-motivated confidence interval, but also has robustness to noise. Thus, due to the intercept-resend attack and the beam splitter attack, Eve can bias the excess noise. Consequently, it shows that the practical security of the proposed attack can be compromised by transmitting the reference pulses in the continuous-variable quantum key distribution protocol.

Appendix {#Sec5}
========

In the following, we take the four-state self-reference CVQKD protocol as an example, to derive the expression of the secret key rate under the intercept-resend attack. Assuming that the phase noise of quantum channel is zero-mean with variance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When Alice and Bob use reverse reconciliation, the secret key rate can be defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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